ARTICLE 6 - On condition that they are senior students at high schools or graduates;

The applications of the applicants who

a) Have Foreign Nationality,

b) Are Turkish citizens from birth and received the permission for withdrawal from citizenship from the Turkish Ministry of Internal Affairs and those who are able to certify that their children who are recorded in their parents’ document of permission for withdrawal from citizenship and have not reached at a lawful age and have the document concerning the exercise of the given rights in accordance with the Turkish Citizenship Law, [Article 7 of the Turkish Citizenship Law (5901) states that “A child born to a Turkish mother or through a Turkish father within the unity of marriage either in Turkey or abroad is a Turkish citizen”. The applicants are strongly advised to read the Turkish Citizenship Law before submitting their applications].

c) Have foreign nationalities from birth and later acquired Turkish citizenship / have such dual citizenships

c) 1) Students who have Turkish Citizenship and continued their last three years of secondary (high school) education abroad except Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus before 01/02/2013 (including those who have completed their High School Education abroad, except Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, in Turkish schools accredited by Ministry of Education) can apply for foreign student admission quotas,

2) Applicants who have started their secondary education after 01/02/2013 and completed their secondary (high school) education in a foreign country except Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus (including those who have completed their High School Education abroad, except Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus, in Turkish schools accredited by Ministry of Education) can apply for foreign student admission quotas,

d) Have Northern Cyprus citizenship and reside in Northern Cyprus and those who have completed their secondary (high school) education in Northern Cyprus and have GCE AL exam results and enrolled in colleges and high schools in other countries between 2005 and 2010 and have or will have GCE AL exam results

will be accepted.

ARTICLE- 7
The applications of the applicants who

a) Are Turkish citizens and have completed all of their secondary (high school) education in Turkey and TRNC

b) Are Northern Cyprus citizens [except those who have completed their whole secondary (high school) education in TRNC and have GCE AL results and enrolled in colleges and high schools in other countries between 2005 - 2010 and have or will have GCE AL exam results]

c) Have dual citizenship and the first one is Turkish which is given by birth as defined in Clause b of Article 6 (except conditions which are defined in Clause ç of Article 6)

c) Have dual citizenship and one of which is TRNC citizenship [except those who have completed their whole secondary (high school) education in the high schools of TRNC and have GCE AL results and enrolled in colleges and high schools in other countries between 2005 - 2010 and have or will have GCE AL exam results]

d) Have Turkish citizenship or dual citizenship first of which is Turkish given by birth as defined in Clause b of Article 6 and study at schools which are affiliated with the embassies of Turkey and foreign high schools in Turkey

are not accepted.